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a revolution in food aid

“Not your grandmother’s food aid”: WFP is 
transforming the way it does business

Needs assessments and vulnerability analysis includes 
market conditions

Ensure urgent hunger response supports local markets 
and farmers whenever possible 

More nuanced set of tools ranging from commodities, to 
local purchase, to targeted vouchers and cash

80/80/80 solution - 80% of WFP's cash for food, land 
transport, and staff spent in the developing world

Ensure food aid is a productive investment through 
training for food, infrastructure rebuilding, and food 
supply stabilization
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Country Value in US$

Uganda 54,769,771

Ecuador 51,137,045

Turkey 44,515,965

Pakistan 36,399,122

Indonesia 29,452,050

India 28,188,917

Sudan 24,771,678

Kenya 24,404,307

Zambia 21,412,392

Malawi 20,619,635

Sub total 335,670,882

Country Value in US$

Malaysia 19,636,104

China 18,358,233

Ethiopia 18,288,516

South Africa 17,360,057

Peru 17,333,984

Mozambique 12,381,038

Tanzania 11,976,839

Sri Lanka 10,768,159

Nepal 9,874,550

Honduras 9,491,199

Grand Total 481,139,561

WFP food procurement in developing countries:
the top 20 in 2007

Of  WFP’s total food procurement (US$767 million), 80% is sourced in developing countries
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the perfect storm

global food prices soaring

world consuming more food than it produces

global grain stocks lowest for 30 years

more intense, more frequent weather disasters

World Bank – 100 million people at risk of being     
pushed into deeper poverty :
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soaring food prices

Source: The Economist

The rate of increase is creating vulnerability
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soaring food prices

Rice Price 2008
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87% increase in rice alone – March to April 2008
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soaring food prices

Maize Price 2007-2008
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soaring food prices

Wheat Price 2007-2008
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soaring food prices

Sorghum Price 2007-2008
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causes

demand growth, changing diets in emerging economies

record prices of oil

link between food and fuel

increasingly severe weather

restricted trade and tight supply
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countries impacted by food riots/protests
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countries restricting exports
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countries most at risk

those importing high proportion of food requirements

those with limited international reserves 

those already facing inflationary pressure 

those whose populations spend a large proportion of 
household income on food 

those experiencing an additional “shock” 
such as extreme weather or conflict

the impact will be greater in countries 
with an already high incidence of hunger
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countries most at risk
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the new face of hunger
people most at risk:

refugees, IDPs
infants and mothers
orphans and vulnerable schoolchildren
the rural poor
HIV/AIDS patients
small-scale farmers and pastoralists
the urban poor on less than $1 a day

coping strategies being enacted:
less healthcare, education 
selling household assets in desperation
purchasing less nutritious food
consuming less food, eating fewer meals

less resilient to disasters and shocks
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impact on vulnerable people

in Haiti:
- 61% of children under 5 & 46% of women are anemic
- almost half of Haitians are malnourished
- 60% of household income goes to food

Mudcakes are 
being sold as 
food. $1 buys 8

With 56% of the 
population
existing on less 
than a $1 a day, 
even this is out of 
reach for most.

Ruth Fremson - New York Times
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impact on vulnerable people

Burundi’s staple – cassava – has skyrocketed in price; 
200% in the last year. 

Now, the 
poorest
households are 
eating moldy 
cassava,
known as 
‘black flour’, 
because it’s 
the cheapest. 

but even the price of ‘black flour’ has gone up threefold.
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impact on the MDGs

there will be rise in both 
the depth and incidence 
of hunger/malnutrition 

school attendance will 
decline

health status will decline

MDG 1: eradicate extreme 
poverty and hunger

MDG 4: reduce child mortality

MDG 2: achieve universal 
primary education

MDG 5: improve maternal 
health

MDG 6: combat HIV/AIDS, 
malaria

less HIV/AIDS nutrition

increased maternal mortality
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concerns

WFP able to reach fewer people due to increased costs 

some policy actions may compound crisis

new face of hunger emerging

access to food supplies more unpredictable

some farmers in developing world planting less 
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Immediate/Medium Term 
- assess needs and identify new vulnerable people 
- ramp up existing safety nets 
- targeted food distributions 
- policy advice to governments 
- balance of payment support 
- provide seeds, fertilizer, and other inputs 
- expand cash and voucher programmes 
- launch new safety net programmes

Medium/Longer Term 
- policy reform 
- promote increased agricultural production 
- invest in sustainable and predictable safety nets

Global response involving governments, UN agencies, 
international financial institutions and NGOs working together 
with Secretary General’s task force. Potential actions include:

a coherent global response
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a coherent global response:
hunger & food security solutions

Long term Medium Term Immediate

global response involving governments, UN agencies, IFIs and NGOs

balance of payments/financial support
emergency food & safety nets
(child nutrition, school feeding) 

agricultural inputs
(seeds, fertilizer)

cash & vouchers

policy
reform

increased
agriculture
production

community works 
programmes

urgent agriculture inputs

Source: WFP
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WFP’s role in global response 

scale up safety nets for the vulnerable
targeted food distribution
supplementary nutritional feeding
school feeding (+ take home rations)
food or cash transfers
employment schemes (food/cash)

policy advice to governments in responding to crisis

help governments assess vulnerability and meet urgent 
needs

use distribution network to support partner agencies

local purchases to support small farmers
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April 16th 2008

 Requirements
(US$ Million) 

Original Food, Transport and Delivery Requirements 2,903
Original ISC Requirement 203

Original 2008 Budget Requirements 3,106

Soaring food &  fuel price adjustments (as of April 16, 2008) 
Increased Food Costs 725
Increased Transport and Delivery Costs 30
Adjustment needed to cover cost increases 755

Adjusted 2008 Budget (New needs not included) 3,861

New needs already identified/approved 418

Adjusted 2008 budget (as of April 16) 4,279

“New Face of Hunger” additional needs ????

WFP requirements 2008
(as of April 16, 2008)




